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Indl�o Blue Surface Colored Paper. I strong aqueous solution of crystal soda (50 per cent) is I with this torch. Pure magnesium powder can he 
The indigo carmine used for the production of indigo then added to one of the glasses and the mixture used in this apparatus with perfect safety, but explo

blue surfaced colored paperR is best obtained from a stirred. If only a trace of acid is present, the fluid be· I si"ve powders used in a confined space (such as the vial 
solution of indigo by precipitation with common salt. comes much thicker than that in the other glass .. in this torch) are dangerous. G. M. H. 
The vessel in which the precipitation takes place does When such is the case, 1 part of crystal soda dissolved 
not require to be large, there being no effervescence in 5 parts of hot water is slowly added to the indigo 
produced by this method of precipitation, as in the carmine fluid in the large vessel. 

.. ... . 

The Nature of Electricity. 

older method of precipitating the carmine with soda. Indigo carmine prepared in the above way is excel
The precipitate subsides, moreover, in an hour or so, lently adapted for producing blue surface colored 
while a day at least is required when soda is used. The papers, either by machine or by hand. Usually the 
character of the two precipitates is also different; that paper receives only one coat on each side; the finest 
obtained by common salt having greater covering kinds are, however, coated twice, well sized papers free 
power than the other. The carmine obtained by pre- from wood being used. Weight, about 25Ib., d. crown. 
cipitation with soda is always pasty, and is apt to pro- Six and a half reams of 480 sheets each, 13� inches by 
duee dark streaks on the surface of the paper. 17 inches, can be covered with 5� lb. of commercial in 

At the last meeting of the Boston Scientific Society, 
Prof. A. E. Dolbear presented a paper entitled the 
Nature of Electricity, which the Boston Common
wealth says was a clear and comprehensh'e statement 
of the condition of our present knowledge. The sub
ject has interest aside from its great relations practi
cally to our daily lives and convenience, from the fact 
that, while there have been many theories propoFed to 
account for electrical phenomena, yet to-clay therQ is 
no one that is generally held, even as a provisional 
one, among physicists, while some have eyen aban
doned the hope of ever reaching a consistent explana
tion of the phenomena. 

Indigo carmine is prepared as follows: 2� parts of digo.-Chem. Tr. Jour. 
indigo are first ground to a fine powder by passing it 
several times through a grinding mill, and then spread 
upon a thick sheet of unsized paper in a layer about 
Ys of an inch deep and placed in a warm dry room for 
three or four daYR. A strong earthenware jar is then 
tared on a balance, and if indigo of medium quality is 
taken, 11)4' parts of fuming sulphuric acid accurately 
weig-hed off. It is usually reckoned that 1 part of 
good Bengal or Java indigo requires 5 parts of fuming 
acid, but for other kinds from 4 to 4� parts. The 
mixing must take place in an open space, so that the 
vapur eyolved can escape. The dry pulverized indigo 
is added to the acid in small quantities at a time while 
continually stirring with a glass rod to prevent over
heating. When all the dry powder has been added, 
the vessel is set aside and stirred from time to time. 
After three or four days the indigo will be dissolved, 
which can be ascertained by withdrawing the glass 
rod and examining it for any particles of indigo pow
de,.. If small particles are noticed adhering to it, too 
little sulphuric acid has been originally used, and it is 
necessary to add a further quantity of .!4 or � part, 
stirring well after the addition and allowing to stand 
two or three days longer. The dissolved indigo is then 
slowly poured into 20 parts of cold soft water contained 
in a wooden cask, stirred gently, and allowed to stand 
24 hours. The fluid is then filtered through a linen 
cloth filter into a second wooden vat provided with a 
running off tap filled in the bottom. The greenish 
black residue remaining upon the filter is preserved, 
and sold for use in the manufacture of felt hats. 

The filtered indigo solation is now precipitated. The 
vat in which this takes place is made of wood and 
should be of large capacity (40 gallons capacity for 5� 
lb. indigo), and is provided with taps in the side for 
running off the clear liquor, etc. It is placed two feet I 
from the ground upon a wooden frame. The filtered 
indigo solution is poured into this vessel, and there is 
then gradually added a solution of common salt, con
taining 23 parts' NaCI dissolved in 40 parts water. The 
indigo carmine separates out as a very fine precipitate, 
which remains snspended in the fluid. The whole 
must therefore be filtered and the precipitate washed. 
The apparatus for this purpose consists of two boxes 
resting upon one another, the bottom one being about 
4 feet 6 inches long by 2 feet 6 inches wide and 1 foot 
deep: the upper one is a little smaller, and is placed on 
cross "pars directly over the large one. Small holes are 
drilled in the bottom of the upper box to allow the 
liquid to escape. It is then lined with the filtering 
medium, which consists of a double layer of good un
bleached linen, previously steeped in a solution of crys· 
tal soda. The filter bag itself, consisting also of linen, 
is placed in this. It is steeped in soda solution before 
being used. 

A small quantity of the fluid containing the precipi
tated carmine is first poured upon the filter to fill the 
pores of the linen filter cloth. The fluid containing a 
little of the precipitate which first passes through is 
retumed to the bulk of the liquor in the large vessel. 
After a short time, however, a clear dirty yellowish 
green liquid passes through alone, which is thrown 
away, the indigo carmine remaining behind upon the 
filter. After the whole of the liquor has pa�sed 
th rough, the precipitate is washed twice with cold 
soft water, the fir�t wash water being allowed to 
pass through before the second is added. The 
first washings are usually dirty, and are thrown 
away: but the second are strongly colored, and may 
be used for a variety of purposes. After the second 
wa�hing', the indigo carmine is ready. It forms a thick, 
brown-looking mass, and is removed with a wooden 
spatula and preserved in boxes for further use. Two 
and a half parts of indigo yield from 30 to 35 parts of 
paste. 

In this state it is too concentrated for direct use in 
the manufacture of surface colored papers, and there
fore it is dissolved in 80 parts of warm water (60" C.) in 
a wooden vat by continual stirring for two hours. The 
roarmine should dissolve completely. The deep blue 
fluid is now tested to ascertain whether it is free from 
acid, the presence of which causes the color to pass 
through the paper, coloring it an intensive yellowish 
green. In all surface colored papers the color should 
not pen8trate the texture of the sheet. Two beaker 
glasses are half filled with the indigo carmine solution 
and a glass rod placed in each. Four or five drops of a 

.. .... 
A MAGNEElUM TORCH. 

Amateur photographers, and some professionals, find 
in the flash light a great accession to their photo
graphic properties, inasmuch as it enables them to 
produce really creditable work at times and in places 
which would prove disadvantageous if daylight had 
to be depended upon. 

For such subjects as require instantaneous work, 
the explosive powders are useful, and perhaps in the 
majority of cases necessary, but for nine-tenths of the 
work flash lights of the torch type, using pure mag
nesium powder, without any explosive, answers per
fectly, while it has the advantage of producing a less 
offensive smoke. 

The annexed engraving shows an exceedingly simple 
and very effective torch for burning pure magnesium 
powder. It is similar to sOllie found at the stores; it 
differs mainly in the matter of construction and ma
terials. A vial three inches high, and one inch in 
diameter, forms the receptacle for the powder. The 

A MAGNESIUM TORCH. 

Prof. Dolbear first gave consideration to funda· 
mental notions in physics, speaking of the phenomena 
and factors thereof, these being matter, ether energy 
and motion; the properties of ether being that it is 
con tin uous, non-molecular, frictionless, elastic and 
energized. The origin of electricity was next di�cuss
ed, this being either from friction, chemism or heat for 
its direct production or induction for its indirect pro
duction. 

Consideration was next given the ether, which with 
its properties becomes the medinm in which exist 
gravity, light, magnetism and electricity. The defi

nitions which have been given for electricity were 
then reviewed, it having been considered a form of 

energy, a form of motion, energy itself, a form nf 
motior:. of matter, a form of IIIotion of ether, eV-. 

Edlund defined it as ether itself; Lodge thinks it to be 

a wave motion in ether; Roland ('onsiders it a property 
of matter; while Trowbridge assigns it place among 

. the great unknowables. 
As to its origin, electricity must have some antece

dent motion. When the face of the thermopile is heat
ed, we know that vibratory motion is tbe condition for 
its appearance; while in the battery, chemical action 
is the source, and the heat equivalent of this is a mea
sure of the electricity produced. In glass, wax, etc., 
mechanical friction produces it, and when a cond uctor 
is moved in a magnetic field and electricity results, 
this will stop on the cessation of the motion. In every 
case the mechanical motion turned into it is the ante
cedent, and the energy of the engine is represented by 
the electricity rle\'p]operl. 

From motioll,lben, results energy; and, if it be 
molecular motion, we call it heat; if ether waves, we 
call it light; if molecular exchange, we call it chemism. 
And all electrical action is motion between matter ami 
ether. 

As a summary of his arguments, Prof. Dolbear 
brought forward the following propositions: Energy 
is an embodiment of IIIotion in some medium and does 
not exist independently, while the so· called forms of 
energy are due to the different kinds of motion a body 

neck of the vial is large enough to receiYe a small rub- may have. Transformation of energy is a change from 
bel' or cork stopper (rubber p�eferred) having' two per- l one kind of motion to some other kind. Electricity 
forations. In one is inserted a tube having its lower never appears except when some know n form of motion 
end projecting a quarter of an inch below the stopper, of matter is antecedent, and continuity of motion is a 
this end being contracted so that its aperture is about ! logical and experimental necessity; hence electricity 
one thirty-second inch in diameter, or about as large' must be a condition of things in matter or else a 
as a good sized pin. This tube is curved oyer to re- ('ondition of things in ether. 
ceive the rubber IJipe by which the blast is furnished In support of his position, the speaker mentioned 
to the apparatus. , quite a number of experiments which illustrate the 

In the other aperture of the stopper is inserted a I rotary, spiral character of the Illotion of the Illolecules 
p�ece of tUbing of about three sixteenths inch internal I for example, by tr�l1slllitting a

.
beam of polari�e� light 

diameter and a length

. 

of th

. 

ree and three-qUarters ! through an electriC field, whIle the tranSl111SSlOn of 
incbes. The tubes may be of glass or brass. currents in opposite directions may be shown by means 

A wire spiral bent into a circle and ',onnected at the I of a ring of rope which, on being twisted while held in 
ends receives a roll of woolen cloth, or better a filling both hands, exhibits a twist in both directions, both 
of asbestos fiber, and the end of the wire forming the twists being traceable completely around the ring. 

••••• spiral is bent at right angles, and wrapped around 
the tube. A quarter inch space is left all around the 
tube, betweeen the tube and the inner portion of the Vesuvius Dest,-oy" Derelicts. 

spiral. The yial is one·q uarter or one-half filled with The dynamite pneumatic gunboat Vesuvius, of which 

fine, pure magnesium powder, and the fibrous ma- ! there is a full page illuRtration in the SCIENTIFIC 

terial in the wire spiral is saturated with alcohol.! AMRRICAN of November 3.1888, returned to the navy 

When all the preparations for the exposure have been yard in March frOIll it cruise in search of dangerous 

made, including lighting the alcohol, the operator floating wrecks. The Vesuvius succeeded in finding 

blows stromtly through the rubber tube; the concen- the wreck of the schooner Josie Reeves floating about 

trated jet stirs up the powder in the vial thoroughly, six miles off shore, between Shinnecock and Fire 

and the air escaping throngh the longer tube carries Island. and it was destroyed with gun cotton, which 

the powder through the flame, thus producing a �pire was lowered into her and exploded by electricity. 

of flame about t.wo feet high. Several puffs may be The Vesuvius t.hen went to a point off Barnegat and 

made if the subject is one 
-
requiring strong illumina- began the destruction of a submerged three-masted 

tion. �chooner, which is lying in fifteen fathoms of water. 

The principal point to look out for is to make the H'lr rigging was broken np and her mainmast was 

contracted blowpipe of such capacity relative to ;the shattered but the weather wa� so rough that the com

discharge tube as will insure the comparatively slow pletion of the work was postponed until more favorable 

passage of the powder through the flame. If the blow- weather sets in. It is customary to leave at least ten 

pipe is too large, the powder will pass through the fathoms of water above each wr8ck that is destroyed. 

flame so rapidly as to fail of igniting. In this way a At this season of the year, Lieut\'nant Commander 

large proportion of the powder may be lost; but with I Knox says, there are not more than four days out of 

correctly proportioned tubes the combustion is very I every ten that are favorable ou

.

tside for the work of 

perfect. destroying wrecks, as it is so rough that the little boat 
The writer has taken a number of fair sized interiors I cannot work alongside without danger. 
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